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England, 1962. Seventeen-year-old Radford arrives at Goodwin Manor, a home for boys who have 'been found by trouble'.
Watched over by the enigmatic Teddy, life at the Manor offers a fragile peace at best, as the coldest winter in three centuries sets
in. Radford learns that the boys are to care for each other, since their families and the law have been unable to do so. But will this
be enough when tragedy strikes? At once both beautiful and brutal, The Everlasting Sunday is an unforgettable debut novel about
growing up, growing wild and the shifting nature of friendship.
Morgan Hayes grows up in the twentieth century with a mysterious attraction to a hollow suit of armor that stands in the window of
her mother's antique store. She is twenty-four years old when she becomes entangled within the armor's metal plates and is
whisked back in time where she is mistaken for a twin sister she knows nothing about. Morgan is forced to marry King Henry's
favored knight, Derek Vanguard, Lord of Braddock Hall. Abandoned by his mother and having failed as a child to gain his father's
love, Derek's heart is as cold as the stone walls of his castle. In the end, will Morgan discover the true power of love?
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and Disney
music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for academics to question
whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views of those less empowered. Given its
global reach, how the Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality in social structural inequality merits
serious reflection according to a number of the articles in the volume. On the other hand, other authors argue that Disney
productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace progressive thinking. The different approaches to the
assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary according to the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of
both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage with the
material, showcasing a variety of views about the good, the bad, and the best way forward.
A beautiful, illustrated adventure story with a classic feel, about a quiet boy and a talking crow on an extraordinary hot-air balloon
ride to the Arctic. Matthew stood on the snowy peak and stared out at the world spread before him. Every picture in his books had
been limited by the size of the page, contained within frames. Here, there was no frame. Here, the picture didn't end. Beyond
those icy plains, the sea, and beyond the sea, a land that floated on the ice, drifting northwards. Matthew put the binoculars to his
eyes and saw valleys and cliffs and rivers all made of snow. Everywhere was white. Matthew has dreamed and read and thought
about the North Pole for as long as he can remember. And he has done it secretly. It is a place that cannot be tarnished by the
world in which he lives - a world in which he struggles to find answers and make friends, while everything seems to come easily to
other children. But one day, a crow called Lewis Carmichael lands at Matthew's window - a crow who believes in Matthew in the
most simple and ordinary ways. Soon, the unexpected voyage of a lifetime begins, and it will change everything... An unforgettable
adventure story from award-winning children's book author Sofie Laguna, with enchanting illustrations by Marc McBride.
A Kane Novel
Unconventional Warfare (Special Forces, Book 1)
The Song of Lewis Carmichael
The Cipher

A serial killer is terrorizing Sacramento, preying on happily married couples and unleashing unspeakable cruelties upon
his victims. The ordeal rekindles disturbing memories for private investigator Lizzy Gardner, who barely escaped a serial
killer's clutches only years ago. But while most Sacramento residents are hiding in the shadows, paralyzed by fear, Lizzy is
compelled to go after the Lovebird Killer.
The happy life Faith McMann knew as a wife, mother, and teacher was destroyed when vicious criminals murdered her
husband, kidnapped her children, and left her for dead. After paralyzing grief, fear, and despair, there was nothing left for
her to feel...except fury. But striking a staggering blow against a brutal ring of human traffickers was just the beginning of
her uphill battle. Though her daughter remains missing and her son is lost in the wilderness, Faith's relentless efforts have
reunited some children with their families. They've also made her and the rest of her family the targets of a sadistic crime
boss. But Faith has learned plenty about survival in the lawless underworld she's storming. And she's forged an
unbreakable bond with two no-holds-barred allies in the war against evil. As they dodge assassins and take down predators,
Faith travels deeper into the heart of darkness, determined to rescue her children at any cost.
"Mercy Thompson has opened her garage again and is trying to get back to normal. Of course, now that the Tri-Cities are
viewed as neutral ground, all kinds of supernatural beings are heading her way. With her mate Adam Hauptman's firm
involved in providing security to a top-secret meeting with the US government and the fae, Mercy is tapped to handle
everything else -- including reports of a strange witch in town ..."--Provided by publisher.
The biggest story of a crime reporter's career could be her last as fury, vengeance, and justice collide in this breathtaking
thriller by New York Times bestselling author T.R. Ragan. Some call it murder. Others, karma. The female vigilantes
dubbed The Black Wigs call it justice. The victims? Sexual predators who never paid for their sins. For three months, The
Black Wigs byline has belonged to Sawyer Brooks, a crime reporter still struggling with her own demons. But for Sawyer,
there's suddenly more to the story than just catching the dark web avengers. Copycat vigilantes are cornering the
unchecked abusers of Sacramento and uploading the men's abject fear to social media. The trending insanity isn't making
Sawyer's job any easier. Neither is a new murder--another predator, but one who doesn't fit so neatly into The Black Wigs'
agenda. Something even more sinister is at play. As she follows every lead, someone with the answer is following her,
determined to bring Sawyer to her knees. Because soon enough, for both Sawyer and a killer, the truth she's been looking
for will be a punishing revelation.
A Completely Gripping Psychological Suspense
The Annie Carter Series Books 1–4
The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies
Outrage
Deadly Recall

A look at Adolf Hitler’s residences and their role in constructing and promoting the dictator’s private persona both
within Germany and abroad. Adolf Hitler’s makeover from rabble-rouser to statesman coincided with a series of
dramatic home renovations he undertook during the mid-1930s. This provocative book exposes the dictator’s
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preoccupation with his private persona, which was shaped by the aesthetic and ideological management of his
domestic architecture. Hitler’s bachelor life stirred rumors, and the Nazi regime relied on the dictator’s three
dwellings—the Old Chancellery in Berlin, his apartment in Munich, and the Berghof, his mountain home on the
Obersalzberg—to foster the myth of the F hrer as a morally upstanding and refined man. Author Despina Stratigakos
also reveals the previously untold story of Hitler’s interior designer, Gerdy Troost, through newly discovered
archival sources. At the height of the Third Reich, media outlets around the world showcased Hitler’s homes to
audiences eager for behind-the-scenes stories. After the war, fascination with Hitler’s domestic life continued as
soldiers and journalists searched his dwellings for insights into his psychology. The book’s rich illustrations, many
previously unpublished, offer readers a rare glimpse into the decisions involved in the making of Hitler’s homes and
into the sheer power of the propaganda that influenced how the world saw him. “Inarguably the powder-keg title of
the year.”—Mitchell Owen, Architectural Digest “A fascinating read, which reminds us that in Nazi Germany the
architectural and the political can never be disentangled. Like his own confected image, Hitler’s buildings cannot be
divorced from their odious political hinterland.”—Roger Moorhouse, Times
A documentary history with brief narrative introductions illustrating the evolution of civil affairs policy and practice in
the Mediterranean and European theaters.
Family man or deranged killer? It's for fearless PI Jessie Cole to find out. At any cost. Ever since a car accident left
reporter Ben Morrison with amnesia, he's been try-ing to rebuild a future as he puts together the pieces of his past.
With the help of PI Jessie Cole, he's getting closer. But few who remember Ben's troubled childhood want to talk. And
those who do--including his father, imprisoned for a shocking crime--are stirring disturbing memories given up for
dead. Then Jessie is sidetracked by a surveillance request from a suspicious husband. An ordinary case, until the
cheating wife and lover are found murdered. They bear the trademark wounds of an elusive serial killer who's now
leading Jessie down a chilling path--one that's about to put a dangerous twist in the search for Ben's identity. To
discover the truth, Jessie must put more at risk than she ever feared. Because there are more secrets to Ben's past,
than she--or even Ben--ever imagined.
The first middle-grade novel from award-winning author Nicki Greenberg, this book is a classic whodunnit mystery
set aboard a grand ocean liner in the 1920s. With first-class glitz and glamour and a deliciously plotted intrigue
featuring an uppity stage star, a missing diamond, a leopard and a loveable cast of child sleuths, The Detective’s
Guide to Ocean Travel is an exciting romp on the high seas perfect for fans of Murder Most Unladylike and The Good
Thieves.
The Detective's Guide to Ocean Travel
Civil Affairs: Soldiers Become Governors
Unraveling Collar City
How to Overcome the Predictable Crises of Growth
Furious
"From Amazon bestselling author Steve Gannon, thrillers that will keep you up all night . . . but make sure to lock your doors and windows
first." From the drama of the High Sierra to the beaches of Malibu and the streets of Los Angeles, "A Song for the Asking" tells the story of
a family struck by tragedy . . . and of the courage each member must find to survive. Filled with candor, compassion, and humor, Steve
Gannon's "A Song for the Asking" is a deeply moving novel that celebrates the enduring strength of the family spirit.
A Washington Post Bestseller Three Principles for Managing—and Avoiding—the Problems of Growth Why is profitable growth so hard to
achieve and sustain? Most executives manage their companies as if the solution to that problem lies in the external environment: find an
attractive market, formulate the right strategy, win new customers. But when Bain & Company’s Chris Zook and James Allen, authors of
the bestselling Profit from the Core, researched this question, they found that when companies fail to achieve their growth targets, 90
percent of the time the root causes are internal, not external—increasing distance from the front lines, loss of accountability, proliferating
processes and bureaucracy, to name only a few. What’s more, companies experience a set of predictable internal crises, at predictable
stages, as they grow. Even for healthy companies, these crises, if not managed properly, stifle the ability to grow further—and can
actively lead to decline. The key insight from Zook and Allen’s research is that managing these choke points requires a “founder’s
mentality”—behaviors typically embodied by a bold, ambitious founder—to restore speed, focus, and connection to customers: • An
insurgent’s clear mission and purpose • An unambiguous owner mindset • A relentless obsession with the front line Based on the authors’
decade-long study of companies in more than forty countries, The Founder’s Mentality demonstrates the strong relationship between
these three traits in companies of all kinds—not just start-ups—and their ability to sustain performance. Through rich analysis and
inspiring examples, this book shows how any leader—not only a founder—can instill and leverage a founder’s mentality throughout their
organization and find lasting, profitable growth.
For a private investigator on the trail of a missing girl, every second counts in a gripping thriller by New York Times bestselling author T.R.
Ragan. On her first day of kindergarten, five-year-old Tinsley disappeared without a trace... Five agonizing years later, her divorced
mother, Dani Callahan, is a private investigator. She and Quinn Sullivan, a promising young assistant determined to prove herself, are
devoted to helping others find missing loved ones. And for Dani, finding Tinsley is still a never-ending obsession. Their newest case is Ali
Cross, a teenager who vanished off a Sacramento street while walking home. A troubled boy's eyewitness testimony to Ali's abduction
provides their only clues. And as their search for Ali gets underway, new information about Tinsley's disappearance begins to surface too.
As their investigations lead down two twisting paths, disturbing secrets are revealed and new victims find themselves in mortal danger.
Time is running out, and the hunt is only getting grimmer.
In this brilliant novel in Robert B. Parker's New York Times bestselling series, police chief Jesse Stone faces a ruthless hit man. All is quiet
in Paradise, except for a spate of innocuous vandalism. Good thing, too, because Jesse Stone is preoccupied with the women in his life,
both past and present. As his ex-wife Jenn is about to marry a Dallas real-estate tycoon, Jesse isn't too sure his relationship with former
FBI agent Diana Evans is built to last. But those concerns get put on the back burner when a major Boston crime boss is brutally
murdered. Despite all evidence to the contrary, Jesse suspects it's the work of Mr. Peepers, a psychotic assassin who has caused trouble
for Jesse in the past. Peepers has long promised revenge against the mob, Jesse, and Suit for their roles in foiling one of his hits—and
against Jenn as well. And though Jesse and Jenn have long parted ways, Jesse still feels responsible for her safety. Jesse and Diana head to
Dallas for the wedding and, along with the tycoon's security team, try to stop Peepers before the bill comes due. With Peepers toying with
the authorities as to when and where he'll strike, Jesse is up against the wall. Still, there's a debt to pay and blood to be spilled to satisfy
it. But whose blood, and just how much?
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Dead Weight
The True Story of the Jamaican Slave Who Became Samuel Johnson's Heir
Return of the Rose
Stranger In Paradise
Everlasting Sunday

The secret to Jesse Livermore's legendary trading success Although he began his career in 1892,
Jesse Livermore is still considered to be one of the world's greatest traders. In life and in
death, Livermore has always been a controversial figure and his methods held up as a model for
traders of all generations. Through 45 years of trading and market observation, Jesse Livermore
determined that stocks and stock markets move in a series of repetitive patterns. He then
developed a series of unique tools, using secret formulas and equations that allowed him to
identify and interpret the movement in stocks with uncanny reliability. In Trade Like Jesse
Livermore, author Richard Smitten explores the technical aspects of Livermore's trading approach
and shows readers how they can use these techniques to garner the success Livermore once did.
Trade Like Jesse Livermore covers every aspect of Livermore's trading methods, from discerning
market behavior and trends such as top-down and tandem trading to paying close attention to
indicators such as one-day reversals and spikes. With this book as their guide, readers can
learn how to trade profitably without fear or greed. Richard Smitten (New Orleans, LA) is the
author of numerous books including Jesse Livermore: World's Greatest Stock Trader
(0-471-02326-4), The Godmother, Capital Crimes, and Legal Tender.
A Jason Bourne novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author Facing down mercenaries in
Africa, Jason Bourne witnesses the death of an art dealer named Tracy Atherton. Her killing
dredges up snatches of Bourne's impaired memory, in particular the murder of a young woman on
Bali who entrusted him with a strangely engraved ring-an artifact of such powerful significance
that people have killed to obtain it. Now he's determined to find the ring's owner and purpose.
But Bourne never knows what terrible acts he'll discover he committed when he digs into the
past. The trail will lead him through layers of conspiracy to a vicious Russian mercenary,
Leonid Arkadin, who was also a graduate of the Central Intelligence training program Treadstone.
A covert course designed to create ruthless assassins for C.I., it was shuttered by Congress for
corruption. Yet before it was dismantled, it produced Bourne and Arkadin, giving them equal
skills, equal force, and equal cunning. As Bourne's destiny circles closer to Arkadin's, it
becomes clear that the eventual collision of these men is not of their own making. Someone else
has been watching and manipulating them. Someone who wants to know, Who is the more deadly
agent?
Sacramento private investigator Lizzy Gardner is determined to find two missing women-- teenager
Carol Fullerton, who vanished twenty-one years ago from a California highway and Diane Kramer,
not seen for six months after empying her saving account.
An Apache hit man arrives in Paradise to find a missing girl and snuff out her mother. But his
conscience is getting the best of him. If he doesn’t make the hit, he’ll pay for it. So might
Jesse Stone, who’s been enlisted to protect them all.
Robert B. Parker's Debt to Pay
Her Last Day
Trade Like Jesse Livermore
My Guide to Love, Life, Family, and Food
Just Jessie

Three thrilling novels from the queens of East End Crime... The Trap by Kimberley Chambers Dirty Game by Jessie
Keane Taken by Jacqui Rose
A string of copycat crimes leads a reporter down a terrifying path in a heart-stopping thriller by New York Times
bestselling author T.R. Ragan. Crime reporter Sawyer Brooks still grieves for the family she and her two sisters never
had. Raised in a house of horrors, they continue to fight through the trauma--releasing their rage by seeking justice for
those who are just as vulnerable as they were. When a little girl's bones are unearthed in Sacramento's Land Park and
twelve-year-old Riley Addison disappears, solving these cases becomes an obsession for Sawyer--one that puts her job
at risk. Yet she can't turn back, and the deeper Sawyer's investigation goes, the darker it gets. A psychopath is on the
loose and has been trolling Sacramento for years--hiding in plain sight behind a motherly facade. The more Sawyer
persists, the closer she gets to a disturbing place reminiscent of her own terrorized childhood. With time running out,
Sawyer will risk anything to save Riley from the dark. But the killer will do anything to keep her there.
To a cunning serial killer, she was the one that got away. Until now... FBI Special Agent Nina Guerrera escaped a serial
killer's trap at sixteen. Years later, when she's jumped in a Virginia park, a video of the attack goes viral. Legions of new
fans are not the only ones impressed with her fighting skills. The man who abducted her eleven years ago is watching.
Determined to reclaim his lost prize, he commits a grisly murder designed to pull her into the investigation...but his
games are just beginning. And he's using the internet to invite the public to play along. His coded riddles may have
made him a depraved social media superstar--an enigmatic cyber-ghost dubbed "the Cipher"--but to Nina he's a
monster who preys on the vulnerable. Partnered with the FBI's preeminent mind hunter, Dr. Jeffrey Wade, who is
haunted by his own past, Nina tracks the predator across the country. Clue by clue, victim by victim, Nina races to stop
a deadly killer while the world watches.
Her own past could be a reporter's biggest story in this twisting thriller about murder and family secrets by the New
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York Times bestselling author T.R. Ragan. Plagued by traumatic childhood memories, crime reporter Sawyer Brooks
still struggles to gain control of her rage, her paranoia, and her life. Now, after finally getting promoted at work, she is
forced to return home and face her past. River Rock is where she'd been abandoned by her two older sisters to suffer
alone, and in silence, the unspeakable abuses of her family. It's also where Sawyer's best friend disappeared and two
teenage girls were murdered. Three cold cases dead and buried with the rest of the town's secrets. When another girl
is slain in a familiar grisly fashion, Sawyer is determined to put an end to the crimes. Pulled back into the horrors of her
family history, Sawyer must reconcile with her estranged sisters, who both have shattering memories of their own. As
Sawyer's investigation leads to River Rock's darkest corners, what will prove more dangerous--what she knows of the
past or what she has yet to discover?
Queens of Crime: 3-Book Thriller Collection
The Attack
Abducted
The Perfect Marriage
No Going Back
In this page-turner of a thriller by bestselling author T.R. Ragan, unlikely partners PI Jessie Cole and crime reporter Ben Morrison
search for clues to a mystery buried in their own pasts—only to discover that sometimes the truth is better off buried. Ten years
ago, PI Jessie Cole and reporter Ben Morrison each suffered a tragedy that changed their lives—and now these two strangers are
about to share a nightmare. For Jessie, who makes her living finding missing persons, no case has consumed her more than the
disappearance of her younger sister, Sophie. But left alone to raise Sophie’s daughter, she realizes that solving the case has
become an unhealthy obsession. For Ben, a horrific car accident resulted in scars both physical and emotional—and amnesia that
has made his life a mystery. But curiously, out of his shattered memories, there’s one person he recognizes without a doubt:
Jessie’s sister. He just doesn’t know why. Yet. But Sophie isn’t the only phantom drawing Jessie and Ben together. An elusive
serial murderer known as the Heartless Killer has reemerged from the shadows. His next move will cut even deeper into Jessie’s
worst fears. And for Ben, what happens this time is going to be unforgettable.
New York Times bestseller! From popular country music sensation and reality TV star Jessie James Decker (and wife of former
NFL player Eric Decker) comes this gorgeously illustrated and highly inspiring lifestyle book fans have been clamoring
for—featuring delectable family recipes, amazing fashion tips, and practical dating secrets. Whether she is belting out one of her
number one hit country songs, cheering on her NFL-star husband in the stands, working on her fashion label, Kittenish, or making
dinner for her hubby and three children, Jessie James Decker is constantly on the move. For years she has been performing and
singing for fans, while also bringing people into her life through her hit E! show, Eric & Jessie, and Instagram, where she posts
about family, food, and whatever else happens to be on her mind. Now, in Just Jessie, she invites you into her home, her
marriage, and her kitchen like never before, sharing the stories that have mattered the most and the secrets of how she balances
everything with a smile—and often a forkful of comfort food to go along. From following her childhood music dreams, to her
struggles with bullying, to finding her soul mate, Jessie doesn’t hold anything back in this exclusive peek into her life, going
behind the scenes of the best and the hardest moments and providing the lessons to help you survive yours as well. With the
honesty and humor that have made her one of the most supportive voices out there, she offers warm, practical advice about
dating, decor, fashion, beauty, parenting, fitness, keeping romance alive—and so much more. In addition, Just Jessie features
fifteen of her favorite go-to recipes, going step by step through her most Instagrammable and delicious dishes. Whether at home
or on the red carpet, Jessie always finds a way to make it work—and does so with style and charm. Gorgeously illustrated with
never-before-seen childhood photos and original photography, Just Jessie is the essential guide to living life the way it works for
Jessie, inspiring your dreams as you learn how Jessie made hers a reality.
In the tradition of Dorothea Lange and Robert Frank, an eye-opening portrait of the rise and fall of the American working class,
and a shockingly intimate visual history of Troy, New York that arcs over five hundred years—from Henry Hudson to the industrial
revolution to a group of contemporary young women as they grow, survive, and love. Welcome to Troy, New York. The land where
mastodon roamed, the Mohicans lived, and the Dutch settled in the seventeenth century. Troy grew from a small trading post into
a jewel of the Industrial Revolution. Horseshoes, rail ties, and detachable shirt collars were made there and the middle class
boomed, making Troy the fourth wealthiest city per capita in the country. Then, the factories closed, the middle class disappeared,
and the downtown fell into disrepair. Troy is the home of Uncle Sam, the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, the Rensselaer County
Jail, the photographer Brenda Ann Kenneally, and the small group of young women, their children, lovers, and families who
Kenneally has been photographing for over a decade. Before Kenneally left Troy, her life looked a lot like the lives of these girls.
With passion and profound empathy she has chronicled three generations—their love and heartbreak; their births and deaths;
their struggles with poverty, with education, and with each other; and their joy. Brenda Ann Kenneally is the Dorothea Lange of
our time—her work a bridge between the people she photographs, history, and us. What began as a brief assignment for The New
York Times Magazine became an eye-opening portrait of the rise and fall of the American working class, and a shockingly intimate
visual history of Troy that arcs over five hundred years. Kenneally beautifully layers archival images with her own photographs
and collages to depict the transformations of this quintessentially American city. The result is a profound, powerful, and intimate
look at America, at poverty, at the shrinking middle class, and of people as they grow, survive, and love.
The bestselling thriller with “a tantalizing premise and twists at every turn . . . a sizzling, masterful debut about betrayal and
justice” (Samantha M. Bailey, #1 national bestselling author). Optioned by Picture Perfect Federation for development as a film or
TV series Sarah Morgan is a successful and powerful defense attorney in Washington D.C. As a named partner at her firm, life is
going exactly how she planned. The same cannot be said for her husband, Adam. He’s a struggling writer who has had little
success in his career and he tires of his and Sarah’s relationship as she is constantly working. Out in the secluded woods, at the
couple’s lake house, Adam engages in a passionate affair with Kelly Summers. But one morning everything changes. Kelly is
found brutally stabbed to death and now, Sarah must take on her hardest case yet, defending her own husband, a man accused of
murdering his mistress. The Perfect Marriage is a juicy, twisty, and utterly addictive thriller that will keep you turning pages. You
won’t see the ending coming . . . guaranteed! “A twisty, compulsive book that will keep you reading all night! Fast-paced with crisp
writing and an intriguing plot. Jeneva Rose is one to watch.” —Samantha Downing, #1 international bestselling author of My
Lovely Wife “A book to be read in one gulp—this dastardly debut flies to a shocking reveal. I couldn’t put it down; I had to see
what happened. Twists galore.” —J.T. Ellison, New York Times–bestselling author of Her Dark Lies
Out of Her Mind
A Dark Mind
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Don't Make a Sound
The Founder's Mentality
Upstate Girls

A boot camp for troubled young men, a hidden identity and murderous pursuit on a remote island: beloved author
Catherine Jinks is back with another heart-pounding Australian thriller.
Discover the secret missions behind America's greatest conflicts. Danny Manion has been fighting his entire life.
Sometimes with his fists. Sometimes with his words. But when his actions finally land him in real trouble, he can't fight
the judge who offers him a choice: jail... or the army. Turns out there's a perfect place for him in the US military: the
Studies and Observation Group (SOG), an elite volunteer-only task force comprised of US Air Force Commandos, Army
Green Berets, Navy SEALS, and even a CIA agent or two. With the SOG's focus on covert action and psychological
warfare, Danny is guaranteed an unusual tour of duty, and a hugely dangerous one. Fortunately, the very same qualities
that got him in trouble at home make him a natural-born commando in a secret war. Even if almost nobody knows he's
there. National Book Award finalist Chris Lynch begins a new, explosive fiction series based on the real-life, top-secret
history of US black ops.
The haunting memoir of two sisters among the very few children who survived Auschwitz, picking up where Anne
Frank's Diary left off & giving voice to so many who were murdered.
Seventeen years ago, Eden Moran blocked out a murder. Heaven help her, she's about to remember. Nine-year-old Eden
thought she was saying good-bye to her mentor that fateful day in St. Patrick's. She had no idea she'd witness the nun's
demise, or that her child's mind would compensate. Now seventeen years later, Albuquerque cops have unearthed
human remains at a construction site, and the evidence points to Eden as being the key to solving Sister Beatrice's
murder. When a hell-bent cop applies pressure, Eden stands firm. She doesn't remember the woman. Unfortunately for
Eden, Sister Beatrice's killer will do whatever it takes to keep it that way.
Count to Three
The Fortunes of Francis Barber
Storm Cursed
Deranged
Buried Deep
Lizzy Gardner was just seventeen when she was kidnapped by the psychopath known as Spiderman, a serial killer terrorizing her California hometown.
Fourteen years later, Lizzy is a successful private investigator and self-defense instructor. Wracked with guilt over being the only victim to survive, she's
devoted her life to helping others protect themselves from the horrors she endured, but a single phone call brings the terror of the past crashing back.
Spiderman has returned.
Her Last DayThomas & Mercer
Since childhood, Emily Clements’ sense of self had always been shaped by the opinions of others and the need to be liked. When a stand-off with her best
friend sees nineteen-year-old Emily stranded in Vietnam, she is alone for the first time and adrift in a new environment. With seemingly nothing to lose, she
makes the biggest decision of her life – to stay. But Emily's attempts to bridge a yawning loneliness spur a downward spiral of recklessness, as she hurtles
from one sexual encounter to the next. It will take a truly terrifying experience for her to understand that sex is both a weapon and a wound in her battle for
self-worth and empowerment. Delicately interweaving past and present, The Lotus Eaters is a sharply written story of self-redemption from an exciting
young voice in Australian memoir that dissects the patterns of blame and shame women can form around their bodies and relationships.
PI Jessie Cole is about to discover that there's no revenge too wicked as New York Times bestselling author T.R. Ragan's gripping series continues. When
you search for the missing, there's no telling what you'll find. PI Jessie Cole learned that painful truth firsthand when her sister disappeared. Now a new case
will test Jessie and Ben once again. Owen Shepard, the public face of one of the country's biggest health insurance companies, has become the target of a
vengeful father. The man blames Shepard for his child's death and plans to make the CEO know what it's like to live with a broken heart--and watch others
die. After killing two employees, the desperate father kidnaps Shepard's daughter. Tasked with finding her, Jessie and crime reporter Ben Morrison are
running out of time to save her. Meanwhile, Ben is still seeking insight into the man he used to be before a car crash erased his memories. And each
discovery is leading Jessie and him down a frightening road. What they find could scar both of them forever.
Robert Ludlum's (TM) The Bourne Objective
Hitler at Home
The Lotus Eaters
A Song for the Asking
The Children of Auschwitz
This compelling book chronicles a young boy’s journey from the horrors of Jamaican slavery to the heart of London’s literary world, and reveals
the unlikely friendship that changed his life. Francis Barber, born in Jamaica, was brought to London by his owner in 1750 and became a servant
in the household of the renowned Dr. Samuel Johnson. Although Barber left London for a time and served in the British navy during the Seven
Years’ War, he later returned to Johnson’s employ. A fascinating reversal took place in the relationship between the two men as Johnson’s health
declined and the older man came to rely more and more upon his now educated and devoted companion. When Johnson died he left the bulk of his
estate to Barber, a generous (and at the time scandalous) legacy, and a testament to the depth of their friendship. There were thousands of black
Britons in the eighteenth century, but few accounts of their lives exist. In uncovering Francis Barber’s story, this book not only provides insights
into his life and Samuel Johnson’s but also opens a window onto London when slaves had yet to win their freedom.
Schoolteacher Faith McCann, the heroine of this searing first in a new crime series from Ragan (Evil Never Dies), returns one afternoon to her
Sacramento, Calif., home to discover the members of her family bound and gagged: her husband, Craig, and their children, 10-year-old Lara and
nine-year-old Hudson. The bad guys take the kids, slit Craig’s throat, and leave Faith for dead after a vicious beating. After a stint in a druginduced coma and intensive care, Faith finds new purpose in searching for Lara and Hudson and their captors. Frustrated by the slowness of the
official investigation, Faith assaults a police detective and winds up in court-mandated anger control classes, where under the sobriquet “Furious”
she meets “Rage” and “Beast.” Rage and Beast become unlikely allies in her effort to penetrate the world of human trafficking, the evils of which
are highlighted in chapters revealing what happened to Lara and Hudson. Readers with strong stomachs will eagerly await the next installment.
The follow-up to the Wall Street Journal bestseller Outrage. Those who hunt monsters must be careful not to become monsters themselves. In
another life, before human traffickers murdered her husband and stole her children, Faith McMann was a wife, mother, and teacher. Now she has
become Furious, a merciless avenger on a deadly mission to retrieve her young son and daughter, no matter the cost. Aided by unlikely but
steadfast allies, the giant Beast and fragile Rage, Faith plunges ever deeper into a sickening underworld of sexual exploitation and slavery with
steel-forged determination and righteous anger. In this powerful, suspenseful conclusion to the Faith McMann trilogy, Faith is haunted by
questions: Even if her children are recovered, will they be broken beyond repair? What terrible sacrifices will their rescue require? What are the
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limits of loyalty and love in a world that preys on innocents? And after her brutal awakening to the darkest aspects of human nature, what will
remain of her own self?
She’s been a madam in a brothel, a mistress and a gangster’s moll. Annie Carter owns the East End of London, and God help anybody that crosses
her... Adultery, murder and dangerous love collide in Jessie Keane’s gritty novels set in the London’s East End. Perfect for fans of Martina Cole
and Lynda La Plante.
Always Remember Your Name
Wrath
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